Abstract. We present SerenA, a multi-site, pervasive, agent environment that suppers serendipitous discovery in research. The project starts from the premise that human users cannot be aware of all the research information that is relevant to their work, because of the compartmentalisation of research into fields around particular journals, and, simply, because there is too much to know. In particular, the Semantic Web provides a resource which can assist, but there is more to be discovered than the things that a user might deliberately search for. SerenA, then, attempts to assist researchers by presenting them with information that they did not know they needed to know about their research.
Introduction
We describe SerenA, an agent-based, semantic, pervasive, embedded personal assistant system, for academic researchers. SerenA is designed in response to the RCUK Digital Economy "Designing Effective Research Spaces" challenge 1 , and is, in the first instance, intended for arts and humanities researchers.
The key idea of SerenA is to create a Serendipity Arena: a virtual space in which serendipitous discovery of several different kinds is more likely to happen than elsewhere. For example, two SerenA users with common research interests might be travelling to the same place, but not be aware of the fact; SerenA would alert them and, if its users desired, arrange a discussion meeting. However, the aim is not merely to create an academic dating service; rather, the idea extends to objects in the world too, so that, for example, a researcher arriving at King's Cross station in London could be informed that a unique manuscript, of direct interest to their work, and borrowed temporarily from Egypt, is on show in a nearby museum on that day; what is more, they could be told this in advance, when they book their train ticket on line, so they can plan for a visit. Above all, SerenA is meant to find for its users things that they did not know they wanted.
These superficially simple tasks involve significant background reasoning, about users' interests and activities, and about real-world data, such as location and time, both current and planned. They require a substantial software infrastructure that can travel with the user, but also supply substantially more computational power than a standard mobile device; this is sometimes referred to as "the Mobile Dilemma". The infrastructure must also be capable of semantic analysis of a user's writings and actions, if not in real time, at least in a time frame that is practically useful in context (consider the examples above: the temporal requirements of the corresponding notifications are quite different). SerenA's target users cannot be assumed to be expert computer users, and therefore it must work with them in ways that are both easy to use and engaging.
Thus, under detailed scrutiny, the superficially simple idea of SerenA quickly expands from an engaging and useful tool to an archetypal general AI problem, including language understanding, proactive semantic reasoning, intelligent interaction and pervasive presence. The only factor to reduce the challenge is the nature of serendipitous discovery itself: unusually in computer science, and only within reason, the system can be usefully ambiguous or even wrong. This is so because, ultimately, SerenA forms a hybrid system with its users, and unexpected, off-the-wall information from the computational part of the hybrid can nevertheless usefully inform or stimulate the human part. Therefore, SerenA has reduced responsibility for correct reasoning: its suggestions need only be useful; they do not have to be logically correct. Luck et al. [5, p. 40] identify seven key challenges for multi-agent system research, all of which are relevant to SerenA-though not all are currently implemented. Here, we exemplify challenges 4.2 (increase quality of agent software to industrial standard), 4.3 (provide effective agreed standards to allow open systems development), 4.4 (provide semantic infrastructure for open agent communities) and 4.6 (develop agent ability to understand user requirements). The remaining challenges are for future work. This said, the key contribution described in this paper and associated demo, on the practical applications of agents, is the assemblage of the system, not its components.
The funded SerenA project, as a whole, includes designers, HCI and usability specialists, and computer scientists, working together in a broad coalition. It has considered the epistemology of serendipity [8, 6, 7] , the meaning of the concept of serendipity to researchers, and their reactions to it [13] , and approaches to concept extraction from text [11] . Also work has been done on language processing with a view to discovering users' interests from their tweets [12] and their goals from their notes and email messages [10] . The current paper, though, takes a top-down perspective, explaining the overall conceptualisation of the system,
